Abslraci The character of the EEG, its cellular sauces, and its relationship Lo cognitive events are outlined. Then four theories of the EEG are discussed-the Amsterdam group's model of alpha activity, the N u n n model of global resonance, Freeman's model of oscillation in the cortical minicolumn, and the New Zealand group's stochastic model of EEG at millimetric scale.' Experiments supporting these theories are outlined, including spalial and temporal characteristics of the alpha rhythm, velocities of EEG wave propagation, and phase relations of cell action potentials wifh EEG near 40 Hz.
Introduction
This review considers some aspects of research into the electroencephalogram (EEG), by which is meant the electric field recorded from the cortex by recording electrodes placed on the scalp, on the cortical surface, or among the cortical cells themselves. Findings in this field may help the artificial neural network modelling of brain function on scales between those of discrete, small assemblies of cells, and the gross, ivholebrain level.
Research into the EEG has a dificult and conflicted history. Berger, the discoverer of the human EEG (Gloor 1969), had grand hopes for his work as a high road to insight into cognitive processes, but later workers became disenchanted by the di0iculties posed, particularly in relating the EEG to simple correlates of single-neurone activity.
Indeed, there is at present a widespread belief among general physiologists that the EEG is an epiphenomenon of little consequence to the information processing activity of the cortex (Eccles 1953). While doubt as to the EEG's exact significance is still justified, understanding of the complex relationships between cortical dynamics and the EEG appears to be presently increasing, as will be discussed below.
We will contend in section 2, that the EEG reflects cooperative processes in the brain of importance to information processing and outline briefly the biophysics and anatomy of the EEG. In section 3, we will outline some theoretical treatments chosen accord with Poisson's law, at the electrode. The voltage recorded is then generated in accord with Ohm's law. Only ideally is the reference electrode remote enough to be considered independent of the same sources. The complex media of the brain, dura, bone, scalp and skin all act to various degrees as low-pass temporal filters, and the size of the electrode determines the degree of low-pass spatial filtering.
The signal component with which we are concerned principally is that arising from the cortical mantle. With sufficiently small electrodes, properly positioned, it is dendrites of one or a few nearby cells. These signals range in frequency from less than 1 Hz, to more than 100 Hz-action potential components requiring recording in the kilohertz range are thus largely excluded. Conversely, larger and more remote electrodes lead to the recording of event$ spatially summed over larger and larger areas.
The dendritic sources of the WPS are thought to be fluctuations of the membrane potential in the millivolt range, which have the same spechum as the LFPS and can be recorded with intraneuronal electrodes as 'neuronal waves' (EM 1972). These intraneuronal fluctuations may be taken to arise from the effects of the bombardment of the neurone with afferent signals (excitatory and inhibitory post synaptic potentials-EPSP and IPSP) at synaptic junctions.
The net EEG is in the microvolt range, and current/source density studies indicate that the ceiis which are the principai source in cortex are the pyramidal ceiis of iayers I11 and V (Mitzdorf 1985 (Mitzdorf , 1987 . These cells are so oriented as to generate greater net dipoles with regard to a surface electrode, and are also larger and more numerous cells than the inhibitory cells which surround them.
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Relation of the EEG to cognitive events
It is clear that in one sense the EEG is an epiphenomenon, since it is merely a weak electric field created by current flows of a complicated type, and is well below the field strength of the neural events themselves. While even this conservative assertion has been challenged (Adey 1988) it does not enable us to tell a prion', whether the EEG jS a reliable mirror of cognitive events. All available evidence indicates that it is such a mirror.
The following lines of evidence are some of the more important.
4.
Tbpographic and spectral characteristics of EEG can be used to separate groups of individuals with cognitive disabilities such as dyslexia, schizophrenia, etc (John el a1 1977) . Similarly psychotropic drugs exert differential effects upon the EEG (Fink 1978) .
5. Patterns of EEG activity in the olfactory bulb can be shown to be not merely odour specific, but specific to conditioned expectation, or stimulus significance (Freeman 1981 , 1983 , Freeman and Skarda 1985 .
6. The input to the brain of a very weak microwave carrier signal, amplitude modulated at EEG frequencies, disrupts cognitive processes at energy levels without thermal effects (Adey 1977 (Adey , 1979 (Adey , 1981 .
Collectively, these findings make it likely that the EEG is an informationally significant transform of dendritic activity.
A larger question, which remains unanswered, is how much of the total infonnation being processed in the cortex at a given time can be extracted from the EEG? Although technical considerations obviously set a limit to the extent to which detailed resolution over extensive areas of cortex can be achieved, the spatial and temporal bandwidth necessary to specify the brain's present state might be much less than the brain's enormous connectivity at first suggests. Psychological experiments and common experience (Broadbent 1958) indicate that at any moment the braidmind is utilizing a channel of limited information capacity-the field of immediate attention. Thc long wavelengths and low frequencies of the EEG might suffice to represent the information of current consciousness, or a substantial part of this information.
23, Dendritic evenfs versus action pofentials
A substantial stumbling block m progress in understanding of the EEG has been the failure to demonstrate any reproducible correlation between LFPS and density of action potentials, in most circumstances (Burns 1958) . Expectation that such a relationship would be found, and disappointment that this was not apparent, except in certain conditions such as discharge of an epileptic focus or strong slow wave EEG activity, seems to have led to the disparagement of the EEG as an 'epiphenomenon'. In view of present knowledge of the physics of EEG recording (Nuncz 1981) , the complexity of ncuronal connectivity (Braitenberg and Schuz 1991 , Korn and fiber 1979 , Schmitt 1979 , Shaw et a/ 1982 and the nonlinearity of neuronal interactions, it now seems less surprising that no simple correlation exists.
It has recently been recognized that at 4 0 f Hz, the LFP and single-unit Bring are correlated, and further, that spike densities at separated sites are sometimes crosscorrelated near this frequency (Eckhorn ef 01 1988, Gray el al 1989). The matter will be taken up further below, in reference to Freeman's chaotic theory of LFPS.
24. Cerebral anafoniy, subcortical confrol, and the EEG A complete theory for the EEG would need to consider the organization of the entire brain, in some simplified manner. Important aspects which require incorporation include:
1. The anafomy of flre corfeu. No unit of cortical anatomy is perfectly modular, although considerablc homogeneity exists across widely separated areas (Braitenberg 1978) . A sufficient functional unit for present purpmes is the minicolumn (Szentagothai 1978b . 1979 , Mountcastle 1979 . This unit is equivalent to a single excitatory pyramidal cell, with its cell body located in one of the several layers of dense cellular matter in the cortex, plus its surround of largely inhibitory cells. Within cortex the excitatory cells are laterally coupled over distances up to 3 mm by 'rccurrent collateral' fibres (Szentagothai 1978a) . Within the minicolumn inhibitory cells are coupled to each other, to the reference pyramidal cell, to the column's neighbouring pyramidal cells, and to other less common cells, over much shorter lateral ranges than the recurrent collaterals, typically about 3 x mm, which range defines the minicolumn.
as from collaterals of sensoly pathways (Nauta and Feirtag 1979) . The activating system and its cogeners, including catecholaminergic cells (Lmdvall and Bj6rMund 1974, 1982) is most crucially concerned with maintenance of the waking state, desynchronization of the EEG, direction of attention and governance of motivation (Clavier and Routtenberg 1974 , Lindsley 1982 , Marshall 1979 , Olds 1981 , Wright 1981 , Wright et a1 1987 .
A large body of research has identified rhythmic EEG processes with rhythmic driving from subcortical sites (Steriade et a1 1990) . Almost all this literature concerns processes associated with sleep or the onset of sleep and will not be further considered here. Although there is no direct proof that rhythmic driving of cortex is not a factor in the alert state, nor any evidence defining the spatial and temporal spectra of reticular inputs to cortex during wakefulness, all the models which follow assume nonethelcss that reticulocortical input is spatially and temporally a white noise.
Network theories of E m
We now outline four theories (or models) of the generation of cortical EEG rhythms. These have been selected €or two principle reasons, from a larger literature which has been well summarized in Lagerlund and Sharhrough (1988) . Firstly, each of the models selected makes comparatively clear predictions about EEG neocortical characteristics, which have been experimentally tested. Secondly, the four models appear complementary.
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The common feature of all the theories is an emphasis on oscillatory activity generated by each pyramidal cell and its inhibitory surround, in interaction with coupled neighbours. briations include the following differences in basic assumptions:
1. The way in which the summation of postsynaptic potentials is linearized, or considered as a static or dynamic nonlinearity.
2 Range and strength of intercellular couplings. 3. Boundary conditions. 4. The spatial scale of the recorded signal, which is the experimental variable being explained. Figure 2 shows schematically features of the latter three of these four theories, emphasizing their relationships as function of scale.
Spatial-lemporal characterkiics of alpha rhyihm, modelid as a local cortical phenomenon
The first theory to be considered arises from the work of the Amsterdam groupspecifically that of van Rotterdam et a1 (1982) . This model is a generalization of the earlier 'lumped' model of Lopes da Silva et a1 (1974, 1976) which was intended only to account for the time domain properties of cortical alpha waves. We describe both the 'lumped' and 'local' versions of this model in some detail, because its mathematical rigour makes it a classic of the field. It will be seen that this rigour is achieved at some expense, in terms of required simplification of the complexity of the brain circuitry. AI1 the following theories might be regarded as attempts to overcome this limitation.
The 'lumped' model worked as follows. Two interacting populations of cells were considered-the pyramidal cells and the local interneurons. These subpopulations were characterized by two transfer systems h , ( t ) representing the EPSPS, and h , ( t ) for the IPSPS) two static nonlinearities, f , ( V ) and j i ( V ) relating the dendritic membrane potentials to their input pulse density, and C, and C, which were interconnectivity constans representing the total number of synaptic connections between each pyramidal cell and local interneuron, and vice versa. The principal signal to be observed was V e ( t ) , the potential of a pyramidal cell's dendrites, to which the recorded EEG was assumed proportional. With the 'proper choice' of C,, CZ,qel and qil, and p ( t ) an uncorrelated white noise, the power spectrum of V,( t ) has a peak in the alpha range, and the amplitude, peak frequency and width of this peak can be set comparable to the experimental case by choosing A ' -= 0.7 x 10" s-~. This is a case of close coupling. At low strength of coupling, the spectrum of V , ( t ) approaches the noise spectrum of the To extend the lumped model to a spatially distributed case, van Rotterdam et a1 (1982) assumed an infinite one-dimensional chain of pyramidal cells and interneurons, interconnected by means of spatially distributed collaterals and inhibitory fibres. The interconnections were described by Ce(k, 1) denoting the number of excitatory synapses from the kth pyramidal cell projecting on the Ith interneuron, and Ci(k, 1 ) denoting the number of inhibitory synapses from the kth interneuron to the 1th pyramidai ceii. Tney then obtain a transfer function for the iemprai irequcncy w and. spatial frequcncy A, input.
When the neuronal chain is driven by a spatially and temporally noisy signal, in the chain, with preferential propagation of power at the alpha frequency, and the phase velocity of these waves is dependent on C,(k, 1 ) and C,(k, 1 ) . 
Cortical global resonance
We turn now to the work of Nunez (1981 Nunez ( , 1989 Nunez ( , 1992 . who has developed, partly in association with Katznelson (1981) and later Ingber (Ingber and Nunez 1990), a theory of origin of the EEG which goes beyond the Amsterdam model in important ways. The principal extensions are:
1. Consideration of the role of the long cortico-cortical association fibres, and of the effect of axonal conduction delays.
2. Consideration of boundary conditions. Since the cortical surface can be considered a deformed oblate spheroid, wave activity of long range will be influenced by rather complicated periodic boundary conditions.
3. Explicit consideration of the scaling effects of electrode size and situation upon the type of EEG activity recorded. Development of Nunez's theory has been stepwise, considering first an infinite one-dimensional brain (Nunez 1974), a closed onedimensional brain, a sphere, and an oblate spheroid, under differing assumptions of connectivity and external input, and this work is not yet completed. The crucial notion is, to quote Nunez (1989) , that 'the equations linking synaptic activity to action potentials g ( T , i) . . . follow directly from the basic idea that synaptic action in a mass of neural tissue is due to action potentials fired from some other location, perhaps at earlier times'. That is, where & ( T , t ) and h I (~, 1 ) are excitatory and inhibitory synaptic action densities (number of active synapses per unit volume, at time t), and u ( r , t ) are excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the cortex. The distribution functions R E ( r , r l ,~) and R,(T, r l , U) describe the number of cortico-cortical fibres and short inhibitory fibres connecting locations T and T~ and their action potential velocity, U.
Nunez's general technique is to take RE, R, as functions based on the range of long and short excitatory and inhibitory fibres, set u ( r , t ) = uo, for consistent inhibitory tone, assume a linear response of dendritic potentials to synaptic inputs (similarly to the van Rotterdam et a1 model) so that the synaptic action densities may be treated as having dynamics identical to the local field potentials at r , 1, and then consider the standing waves which will be generated when periodic boundary conditions force a restriction of possible wavenumbers for the standing waves.
The results of this approach are complicated, and under differing constraints dispersive and non-dispersive waves are variously predicted. Certain general features emerge which are of theoretical and experimental importance. (d) Halothane rhythm-a cortical rhythm found in anaesthesia-behaves like a global resonance which varies in frequency with depth of anaesthesia, and hence velocity of and humans, according to brain size (Nunez 1981) . (e) The frequencies of other major cerebral rhythms correspond approximately to those predicted for resonant modes of an oblate spheroid (Nunez 1992).
Local chaos in c o r m
The two preceding models account well and consistently for activity in the alpha band.
Both take steps to regularize description of the anatomy of cortical connections, and linearize dendritic summations in an assumed narrow operating range. In neither case has explicit detailed consideration been given to the extent to which predictions of the models may be sensitive to limitations in the basic linearization assumptions, although Nunez in particular has been at pains to indicate that microscopically highly nonlinear activities might smooth on the macroscopic scaie to b e a r waves jiu'uncz 1992). However, it is not immediately clear that this would be the case. Analogies from general physics seem disconcerting rather than reassuring. Although molecular motion is chaotic, sound waves are predictably deterministic, linear waves, in common conditions. Yet weather is chaotic. What, then, is the case in the brain?
In this section we summarize recent proposals of Freeman on the microscopic zona; ciid"&n. fpqGefiq 0; thk i*yif,~l k appiopf*teb ;Lisieni k, c c g dynaIEic-s of mrtica! m!U" !n the fd!owing SCC!iO!! a !ink between ron!inear microscopic and linear macroscopic dynamics is described. In the past 25 years Freeman and his co-workers (Freeman 1964 (Freeman , 1972 (Freeman , 1975 (Freeman , 1979 (Freeman , 1987a (Freeman ,b, 1988 and 4.5 ms due to passive electrical properties of the dendritic membrane. Within a cortical minicolumn (in which a pyramidal cell interacts with its inhibitory surround) a cycle of sequential steps may develop, composed of pyramidal excitation, excitation of the inhibitoly cell, inhibition of the pyramidal cell, disexcitation of the inhibitory cell, disinhibition of the pyramidal cell, etc. The cycle would impose a crudely sinusoidal or saw-toothed periodicity of 23.2 ms, (or a fundamental frequency of 43.1 Hz) upon local field potentials associated with pyramidal cell dendrites. As remarked earlier, coherence has been found experimentally between neuronal firing and the EEG near this frequency (Eckhorn et a1 1988, Gray ef a1 1989). Also, a quarter-cycle phase-iag in the periodicity of cell firing should develop between the excitatory, and the inhibitory cells involved in the loops. This relation has also been found wherever it has been sought, including all parts of the central olfactory system (Freeman 1975) the entorhinal cortex (Eeckman and Freeman 1990) and the hippocampus .. While oscillation depends on the excitatoryhnhibitory loops, the other types of cellular interactions must increase the complexity of local interactions considerably. The bility, but the sharp nonlinearity of neuronal threshold confers a sensitive dependence of action potential trains, upon both initial conditions and ongoing perturbation. Consequently, both the firing rate and field potential of any pyramidal cell raised above a critical level of excitation, may well be chaotic. Below a critical level of excitation, the local system would sink to the point attractor of electrical silence.
Freeman points out that the near l / f spectrum of LFPS, and the Poisson distribution of axon potential intervals accord with chaos, not entrained limit cycle oscillations. In the present context it is irrelevant whether the dynamics of the interaction is strictly chaotic, or some limit cycle strongly perturbed by noise. There is also evidence of chaos (loosely defined) in ECOG in the 25-40 Hz gamma range (Freeman and van Dijk 1987) . His argument is thus largely independent of the controwrsy which surrounds experimental measures of chaotic dimension from EEG (Layne et a1
1986, Rtissler and Hudson 1989).
Ttvo supportive details from other findings may be added to Freeman's account. Firstly, that the minicolumn is. of such dimension that the action potential of the pyramidal cell would generate sufficient field to coordinate feedback responses from the surrounding inhibitory cells (Abeles 1982) . Secondly, during wakefulness most cells must not be excited to such a level that oscillation occurs in more than a 
Cortical interactions and coupled stochastic oscillr?tors
It should now be apparent that problems.are posed in developing a theory which allows adequately for both the extreme nonlinearity of ncural behaviour at the cellular Wright and Sergejew 1991). Our concern was to show that without linear element response, conditions in the cortex permit the generation of linear wave motion at macroscopic scale.
We consider the cortex as a system of coupled nonlinear oscillators, deferring for the present any precise definition of the oscillators, other than that they arc small systems of cells coupled by axons. We will later discuss the consequences of identifying the unit oscillator with Freeman's conception of oscillation at the minicolumn level.
A coupled system can be described generally by second-order stochastic differential equations of dimension n, thus Where q is large and less than unity, H ( j w , % , t ) tends invariant with time.
Thus group waves propagating through the mass will exhibit linear superposition. For D K N , the phase shifts in transition through units are minimized, and phase velocity largely reflects lag times in the couplings. Since mons transmit all frequencies at a common velocity, the waves are non-dispersive. Recalling that the coupled system may have active elements, and is assumed driven by a diffuse white noise, then, in regions where cortical anatomy is homogeneous over a considerable area, wave motion will occur as though arising from multicentric sites on a nondispersive plane medium. With c and S as free parameters in the fit of (7) to experimental r2, the fit is robust for r2 versus w , independent of distance (indicating that the waves are nondispersive), but deteriorates in rz versus R, with increasing R, as expected for the folded and inhomogeneous cortex-a plane other than ideal. The parameter S finds a value from which it can be calculated that the total additive coupling from one unit to all its neighbours is close to unity, implying -is fractional, as expected. The velocity, e, is found to be 0.1-0.3 m s-l.
Near equilibrium group dynamics.
A further feature of the stochastic model is of relevance for the arguments in section 4. A series of studies show that the control of is mediated in the brain by inputs to cortex from the transhypothalamic pathways mediating arousal (Wright ef a1 1984, 1985a,b, 1990a) . It can be seen from equation (5) If we accept that, together, the models presented above give a valid semiquantitative picture of the dynamics of the cerebral cortex, does any consequence follow which casts light on the information processing capability of the cortex? In particular, does analom -.
to Processes recognized in artificial network theory emerge? Such analogy does emerge in two ways, the first at the gross level of cortical organization, where the whole cortex can be compared to an enormous attractor neural network with a capacity for self-control, mediated by interaction of cortex and brain-stem. The second analogy is apparent at the microscopic level, in the match to model network developed by h i t and 'Bodyks (1990, 1991).
Analogy to attractor neural networks at a macroscopic level
In a state of alerting the energy of the cortical oscillators can be described by a Hamiltonian function, viz: which is derived by summing 'potential' and 'kinetic' energy terms from equation (5) (Wright et a1 1992) . We take this energy function to represent in a generic way, all four of the above EEG theories. The (8) and (9), an inference regarding the interaction of brain and reticular formation can be drawn. Since all IC,., are at all times positive, the analogous magnetic example (an king model with only positive couplings) is a Cerromagnet. Thus the system would have at any instant only a single energy minimum, and since the analogue of 0, is a function of the state variables, then the position of the energy minimum in state space is a function of the present state (Sherrington 1991, h i t 1990). That is, the cortex may be compared to a ferromagnet under perturbation by an external magnetic field, with the proviso that the external field is some function of the ferromagnet's internal fields at an earlier moment.
Alternatively, comparison can be made to neural networks in which couplings are by both 'fast' and 'slow' synapses, resulting in a mobile basin of attraction, or 'adiabatic landscape' ( h i t 1990, Nebenzahl 1987, Dehaene el al 1987). See figure 3. A fairly obvious anatomical and physiological parallel to the controlled external field, or the 'slow' synapses, is apparent. This is provided by the centripetal effects of the cortex on the reticular activating system, and the reticular system's return influence upon the cortex. The lag terms in Nunez's treatment (equation (4)) permit us to account for such slow interactions, if (4) was explicitly introduced into (S), to describe the movemcnt of signals across the cortex, down descending pathways and finally via cortical re-entrant pathways, as indicated in figure 2 As foreshadowed in section 3.4.2, the presence of this means of self-control within the brain is supported hy a series of studies we have conducted (Wright and Craggs 1977, Wright er al 1984, Wright and Kydd 1984, Wright el al 1985a,b) on ECOG power spectral changes subsequent to unilateral lesions of fibre pathways ascending through the lateral hypothalamus. These pathways are functionally involved in the maintenance of arousal and the mediation of motivation and affect (Hess 1936, Scheibel and Scheibel 1967, Wise 1978). Lesion-induced changes in the E C~G spectrum are consistent with changes in both the temporal damping and strength of driving signals within a linear wave medium. The changes in temporal damping are essentially a movement away from a sustained equipartition of energy described in section 3.4.2, toward lower damping at the lower frequencies, thus increasing power in the slow-wave range. It seems plausible then, that smaller, physiological variation in the strength of input of these pathways could perturb the basin of attraction of the cortical system.
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It can be noticed also, that with the presence of noise, or chaos at the microscopic level, that the cortical system is also analogous to a Boltzmann machine (Ackley et  a1 1985) . This might improve reliability of the vector flow in state space rather than degrade it.
Analogy to Amil's model of the corlical column
A model for neural network dynamics in pools of lo5 or so neurons, has been advanced by Amit and Xodyks (1990, 1991) . These workers have addressed, as their primary problem, storage and retrieval in real biological network. They sought to explain why, if real neurone activity bears analogy to the attractor dynamirs of Hopfield networks (Hopfield 1984a,b) , persisting high firing rates are not encountered in real neurons in the absence of persisting stimulus. Instead cortical cells exhibit low mean firing rates (as discussed in section 3.3.2). lb overcome the difficulties posed by earlier solutions to this problem, they have introduced a series of highly biological features to their artificial neurones, viz:
1. Neurons are excitatory and symmetrically coupled and immersed in a 'bath' of recurrent inhibitory cells, which are also explicitly realistically modelled.
2. They have an absolute refractory period of 2 ms.
3.
Membrane potentials have continuous dynamics except at spike emission, and realistic membrane decay constants and synaptic rise times.
4.
They are immersed in random continuous afferent input, as from surrounding cell activity, with short non-random input also occurring as the input to be 'classified'. 5. Random asynchronous updating is essential, to prevent fluctuations from eliminating currently stored patterns.
As a consequence all neurons in the network have continuous, coherent, intranetwork postsynaptic potentials, below threshold, and spikes are emitted primarily due to noisy continuous afferent, but specific neurones spike more rapidly during a pattem recognition-i.e. when the assembly is centred on an attractor. Firing rates remain low.
With membrane decay constants in the i % ?
ms range the modelled network oscillates with 13 ms periodicity, in certain conditions which have not yet been systematically analysed, but are included under two general conditions. These are relatively high excitatory tone, and persisting, weak, non-random afferents.
This type of network can store and retrieve patterns as for a Hopfield network, but point attractors are replaced by non-ergodic domains. As in the case of other attractor networks (Caianiello et a1 1967, Amari 1972, Little and Shaw 1975, Peretto and Niez 1986), the introduction of asymmetric connectivity would enable short temporal sequences of stimuli to be stored and retrieved. Additionally, Amit and co-workers have recendy shown (Griniasty el al 1992) that their network can convert temporal correlations between stimuli to spatial correlations between attractors, thus mirroring the experimental findings of Miyashita and co-workers (Miyashita and Chang 1988, Miyashita 1988, Sakai and Miyashita 1991).
It can be seen that the general anatomical structure, the dendritic time constants, and period of oscillation in Amit's models resemble those of Freeman's description of cortex, while the ambient noise, and asynchronous random updating make stochastic coupling between units, as in the work of our own goup, applicable.
Conclusions
Although no simple relationship exists between neurone action potentials and the EEG, it is now sufficiently clear that the EEG cannot be dismissed as a meaningless epiphenomenon, as has sometimes been done in the past. Nor is it necessary to ascribe to the EEG some direct role in mediating brain processes for its relevance to the description of brain processes to be apparent. Instead, study of the EEG raises qualitative issues of the network scale appropriate for the description of cognitive processes. It may not be satisfactory to analyse cognitive subsystems as though each were separable, localizable and discrete. TO do so may be to revisit yet again the errors of phrenology.
It is reasonable to suppose that the partial theories described above might be more formally integrated into a multiscale description suitable for simulation. Successful development and testing of such a supermodel must depend in part on whether a match can be found between parameters describing anatomical connectivity and nonlinearities, and wave characteristics at all intermediate scales. A full description would enable insight into how effects of activity at different scales in the brain may coordinatc local network activities and vice versa.
We have raised the possibility that brain selFsontrol may be achieved by frontolimbic regulation of the reticular formation thus exerting a return control on the attractor basin for the entire cortex. This is not incompatible with the autocorrelator role ascribed to the hippocampus by Rolls (Rolls 1990, Rolls and 'Iteves 1990).
More generally, a shift of emphasis concerning input and output relationships of local neuronal models is suggested. Input to local network should not be considered exclusively in terms of patterned input from some narrowly defined site elsewhere, but may rcquire additional consideration of the transient biasing of all the cells in the local network by the passage of group waves through the immediate locale. Likewise, output from local networb might be thought of not so much as producing discrete output for relay to some further highly discrete site, but as producing information required to determine the future vector of the cortical system. As we have implied above, thc vector of temporal dampings for the EEG may act as a guide to the present locus of the basin of attraction.
Finally, at a more philosophical level, we consider that this concept of the brain's self-control may provide some physiological basis for certain phenomenological accounts of conscious process-particularly those associated with Jaspers (Kydd and Wright 1986). Jaspers ' (1963) classical descriptions of the 'present focus of consciousness' and the 'determining tendency (of cognition)' might be associated (to the extent that such a mental/somatic identification is plausible, even in principle) with the present state vector, and the present locus of the basin of attraction, respectively. In this view, the involvement of reticula-cortical pathways in alerting, attention, and affective tone may be accounted for as operations upon the guidance of ongoing cognition, in parallel to phenomenological descriptions. 
